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Abstract: In this paper, the transparent information and database file encryption technique 

have been implemented. The primary objective here is to ensure that data are not unregistered by 

recovering files from another server. These physical documents include (.mdf) database, (.ldf), 

and saved records (.bak), application logs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

By handling the distributed database [1], [2]program concept, and further encrusting each 

mutating fragment in the physical file rather than the data stored on those servers and sites[3]–

[5],  the paper is recommending an advanced method for protecting transparent database data[6]–

[13]. The accompanying information, structures, and processes are also crypto graphed when any 

data or structure is saved into the dispersed database file system[14]–[16], and these files are 

then encoded and then physically submitted to the server for storage. For the retrieval of 

information components, it is necessary first to enter and then decipher the folder that possesses 

information. In this method, information and buildings are automatically encrypted when 

transmitted to a computer and instantly decrypted when transmitted through their implementation 

programs. The information exchange and key management are integrated, eradicating the 

complicated task of generating, maintaining and replicating logical fragmentation by encrypting 

key systems. 

PROPOSED WORK 

The dispersed database system was modeled on the ability to handle the concept of a transparent 

database system in storage and related business rules. This Transparent Distributed Database 

Encryption Technique (TDDET) is used for encrypting and decrypting data and related log files 
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in real-time input/output when these files are written, read-formed or transferred via information 

sharing links. For the retrieval of information components, it is necessary first to enter and then 

decipher the folder that possesses information. In this method, information and buildings are 

automatically encoded when transmitted to a computer and instantly decrypted when transmitted 

through their implementation programs. The information exchange and key management are 

integrated, eradicating the complicated task of generating, maintaining and replicating logical 

fragmentation by encrypting key systems. 

 

Figure 1  Architecture of proposed transparent distributed database with encryption method 

RESULTS 

Once the information documents in the dispersed database are encrypted, any link point or the 

use of information by other databases is either allowed by TDDET or not, as it needs the 

encryption and decryption method to be used. While these database documents are encrypted and 

decrypted, they remain open to their customers and do not require congestion or interruption has 

very minimal efficiency effect on the current example. Data stays encrypted in all logical pieces, 

temp documents, cursors, and spreadsheets, erase sections and buffer caches, no remaining 
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information is remaining in the transparent file. Encryption happens on panel development and 

allocation, but each phase information is always encrypted. It also offers for engagement and the 

capacity to roll back operations in any event of an error. information is encoded immediately at 

any stage when it is written to the disk and decrypted immediately when obtained through the 

application the same happens when data is granted permission to communicate over links. 

CONCLUSION 

This encryption method offers a greater standard of data security through strong encryption and 

decryption techniques used to encrypt information documents, record records and reserve 

documents without dissolving the transparency properties of the consumer. This technique 

conducts real-time I / O or relays over connections by encrypting and decrypting information and 

register documents. It has allocation and encryption provides full security against accidental data 

loss. There are numerous ways to increase the standard of safety by using better encryption 

procedures depending on a single-way hashing technique and applying a transparent database up 

to its cell stage. 
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